World Class Dilution Control

Disinfectants • Glass Cleaners • Multi-Surface Cleaners • Neutral Floor Cleaners • Carpet Cleaners • Deodorizers • Degreasers

Twin Power™ Modular Chemical Dispensing System

NCL® World Class Cleaning Solutions®
World Class Dilution Control

Restroom

TWIN POWER™ #5 Non-Acid Bowl & Bathroom Cleaner
6 X 64 OZ BOTTLES: Item # 4005-65

TWIN POWER™ #8 Odor Neutralizer
6 X 64 OZ BOTTLES: Item # 4008-65

EARTH SENSE® #20 Washroom Cleaner
6 X 64 OZ BOTTLES: Item # 4020-65

TWIN POWER™ #14 Bio-Enzymatic Deodorizer / Spotter / Digester
6 X 64 OZ BOTTLES: Item # 4014-65

TWIN POWER™ #15 Organic Acid HD Restroom Cleaner
6 X 64 OZ BOTTLES: Item # 4015-65

Disinfectants

TWIN POWER™ #7 7 Healthcare Neutral Disinfectant Cleaner
6 X 64 OZ BOTTLES: Item # 4007-65

TWIN POWER™ #17 HD Detergent / Disinfectant
6 X 64 OZ BOTTLES: Item # 4017-65

EARTH SENSE® #21 Neutral Disinfectant Cleaner 256
6 X 64 OZ BOTTLES: Item # 4021-65

Floor Care

Earth Sense® #16 pH NEUTRAL ALL-PURPOSE CLEANER
An environmentally responsible cleaner that lifts and suspends soil on all water washable surfaces. pH neutral formula is excellent for cleaning finished floors, ceramic tile, marble, granite and other natural stone, linoleum, desks, walls, counter and painted surfaces. Twin Power™ packaging: LF: 1:32, HF: 1:512.
6 X 64 OZ BOTTLE: Item # 4016-65

TWIN POWER™ #4 DEODORIZING NEUTRAL CLEANER
A daily neutral cleaner that cleans and deodorizes in one step with our exclusive Sienna™ fragrance. Residue free, can be used on vinyl, VCT, asphalt tile as well as terrazzo, other resilient and non-resilient floor surfaces. Twin Power™ packaging: LF: 1:32, HF: 1:256.
6 X 64 OZ BOTTLE: Item # 4004-65
### Glass & Multi-Surface

**EARTH SENSE® #18 Multi-Surface Cleaner with H₂O₂ Super Concentrate**

6 X 64 OZ BOTTLES: Item # 4018-65

---

**EARTH SENSE® #19 Glass & Window Cleaner**

6 X 64 OZ BOTTLES: Item # 4019-65

---

**TWIN POWER™ #1 Glass and Multi-Surface Cleaner**
Concentrated, non-ammoniated formula cuts through soils fast. Non-ammoniated, low odor formula. Leaves no streaks or smears. Safe for use on glass, mirrors, plexiglas, plastics and most other types of surfaces. Twin Power™ packaging: LF: 1:32.

6 X 64 OZ BOTTLES: Item # 4001-65

---

### Degreaser/Cleaner

**EARTH SENSE® #35 Degreaser Cleaner**

6 X 64 OZ BOTTLES: Item # 4035-65

---

**EARTH SENSE® #3 Heavy Duty Non-Butyl Degreaser Cleaner**

6 X 64 OZ BOTTLES: Item # 4003-65

---

**EARTH SENSE® #2 Heavy Duty- Spray & Wipe Cleaner**

6 X 64 OZ BOTTLES: Item # 4002-65

---

**EARTH SENSE® #22 SHA-ZYME™ Grease Attacking / Anti-Slip Deodorizing Bio-Cleaner**

6 X 64 OZ BOTTLES: Item # 4022-65

---

### Carpets

**EARTH SENSE® #10 Carpet Pre Spray / Extraction Shampoo**

6 X 64 OZ BOTTLES: Item # 4010-65
TWIN POWER™
Modular Chemical Dispensing Unit
• ES-Gap™ Eductor provides complete backflow prevention and broad regulatory acceptance.
• Unique cartridge design offers dual flow and dilution control from the same super-concentrate container.
• Pre-set “In-Container” metering devices assure accurate dilutions every time and reduces problems with high water pressure.
• Eliminates chemical contact for added worker safety.
• Easy to install, space saving design.
• Locking high flow button to fill mop buckets, automatic scrubbers or extractors quickly and easily.

EACH: Item # 4110

FLEX-LOCK™ 2
Lockable Dilution System
A completely enclosed, lockable system to dispense up to four products; one high flow and three low flow.
• Designed for use with all NCL TWIN POWER™ Super concentrates.
• Pre-set “In-Container” metering devices assure accurate dilutions every time and reduces problems with high water pressure.
• Eliminates chemical contact for added worker safety.
• Easy to install, space saving design.
• Locking high flow button to fill mop buckets, automatic scrubbers or extractors quickly and easily.

EACH: Item # 4150

HANDI HOLD RACK
• Sturdy, powder coated wire holding rack
• Sturdy, rust resistant wire construction.
• Convenient, locking bar holds product securely in place.
• Versatile, holds 6 Twin Power™ containers or 3 Ready...Set...CLEAN!™ containers.

EACH: Item # 4125
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